FEATURES
Ultra HD 4K video
AI Auto-framing
Wide angle 110° field

Boom MEZZO
an intelligent camera for superior meetings
The Boom MEZZO features 4K Ultra HD @ 30fps, electronic PTZ and
built-in AI functions that include highly responsive auto-framing.
An Advanced Image Signal Processor (ISP) provides vivid images with
balanced brightness, high resolution and fantastic color layering. The
Mezzo delivers a captivating experience for your video conference calls.
Intelligent cameras make better meetings. Simply.

of view
4K glass lens
10x ePTZ
Multi codec: H.264,
H.265, MJPEG, YUY2
Two built-in omnidirectional mics
Advanced focus
technology
Low light
optimization
Smooth video
Plug & Play
3-year warranty
Zoom Certified

More than just a camera
Ultra HD 4K video combined with dual omnidirectional microphones, featuring
noise suppression technology, mean you are both seen and heard with
absolute clarity.
The future of meetings is here
With Artificial Intelligent (AI) auto-framing, the MEZZO automatically centers
on meeting participants while dynamically and seamlessly reframing to
incorporate everyone in the room.
Excellent image quality
Advanced ISP processing algorithms combined with high quality CMOS sensor
means a clear and vivid image even in dim light - making the MEZZO the next
best thing to in person meetings.
Take control
With 10 user-defined presets, the included remote control lets you quickly focus
on specific features around the room such as a white board, podium, or
meeting participant.
Plug & Play. Really.
Mac or PC? Zoom, Teams, Webex, or Meet? With USB 3.0, simply connect
and enjoy your favorite video conferencing platform.
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BOOM MEZZO
Designed and built
for the modern huddle room and small
meeting spaces
with a focus on
excellent quality
and ease of use
ABOUT BOOM
COLLABORATION

We do better
meetings. Simply.
We are passionate
about making
every collaboration
experience
excellent.
CONTACT US:
• Find a dealer
• Get pricing
• Installation help
• Live demos
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Camera
Image sensor: 4K CMOS
sensor 1/2.8 inch
Lens: 4K glass
Pixels: 8.28MP, 16:9
View angle: 110° diagonal,
100° height, 53° vertical
Zoom: 10x ePTZ
Focal length: 2.26mm
Focus: Advanced AI
auto-focus
SNR: ≥50dB
Resolution: 3840 x 2160
@30fps
Video features: Brightness,
definition, saturation, contrast,
white-balance, low light
optimization
Output/Input
Video output: USB 3.0
Video compression: H.264,
H.265, MJPEG, YUY2, NV12
Audio input: 2 built-in
omni- directional mics

Details
Input voltage: 5V
Input current: 1A (max)
Power: 5W (max)
Temperature: 15°F +120°F(-10°C - +50°C)
Dimensions: 7.08in x 1.67in
x 1.82in (180mm x 42.5mm x
46.3mm)
Weight: 10.6oz/300g
Mount: ¼” tripod thread/clip
Operating system:
Windows® 7, 8.1 or 10
Mac OS X® 10.10 or higher,
Linux, Android
Hardware requirement:
2.4 GHz Intel@ Core 2 Duo
processor or higher,
2GB memory or higher, USB
2.0 port (USB 3.0 for 4K)
Cable length: 9.84ft (3m)
In the box: Camera, USB 3.0
cable, remote, quick guide
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